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Abstrat: Vehiular Delay Tolerant Networks (VDTNs) are haraterized model of

Vehiular Ad Ho Networks where vehiles disseminate messages through �xed relay

nodes plaed on roadside by utilizing a store-arry-forward method. In this paper, we

propose a seure message delivery protool for proteting reeiver-loation privay in

soialspot-based VDTN beause loation privay is one of the most important seurity

requirements. To design a simpli�ed protool, we eliminate the use of onventional

pseudonym-based vehile identi�ation aompanied with a omplex pseudonymous

erti�ate management. Instead, we introdue an identity-hidden message indexing

whih enables a reeiver vehile to query a message whose destination is itself to the

soialspot RSU without revealing its identity, and we make use of non-interative key

agreement sheme to establish a seure ommuniation hannel between message soure

and destination vehiles. Furthermore, we demonstrate experimental results to on�rm

the redued ryptographi overhead and the e�etiveness of privay preservation for

the proposed protool.
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1 Introdution

Vehiular Ad Ho Networks (VANETs) are emerging type of networks on the

basis of inorporating advaned ar tehnology with wireless ommuniations to

enable various useful appliations on the road. Typially, modern vehiles will

equip with an on-board unit (OBU) ommuniation devie, whih allows Vehile-

to-Vehile (V2V) and Vehile-to-Infrastruture (V2I) ommuniations with other

vehiles as well as a road-side unit (RSU). Hene, VANETs have reently beome

one of the promising wireless networking researh areas to support Intelligent

Transportation Systems and Telematis. This trend is due to Dediated Short

Range Communiations (DSRC) [Kenney 2011℄ and the GPS-based navigation

system with digital map. With these deployments, suh VANETs enable useful
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appliations in our daily lives suh as not only ooperative driving safety and

probing vehile data for better driving omfort but also infotainment servies by

vehiular ommuniations.

However, an end-to-end ommuniation path between vehiles may not exist

unfortunately beause vehiles are onstantly moving with frequently hang-

ing road segments [Wang and Li 2009, Allal and Boudjit 2013℄ whih, in turn,

it makes network onnetivity unreliable. As a promising solution to this hal-

lenge, for non-realtime onstrained VANET appliations, a store-arry-forward

paradigm is onsidered to deliver a message to a remote destination vehile ef-

fetively by the soialspot tati [Lu et al. 2010a℄ in ity road environments.

Here, the soialspots are referred to the loations in a ity road that many

vehiles often visit suh as intersetions around famous shopping malls, restau-

rants, or inemas. It is viable to adopt RSU assisted message forwarding meh-

anism in a VANET in whih RSUs are deployed to help message relays. Hene,

we an utilize an RSU installed in the soialspot as a relay node for message

forwarding in an opportunisti way. So, the behavior of suh VANET om-

muniations an be modeled as a Delay Tolerant Network known as Vehi-

ular Delay Tolerant Networks (VDTNs) [Pereira et al. 2012℄, and paket for-

warding protools exploiting store-arry-forward manner have been proposed

[Zhao and Cao 2006, Jeong et al. 2011℄.

Although VANETs have reeived a lot of attention, there are still some pre-

requisite hallenges need to be resolved before VANET servies beome reality.

One of the hallenging issues is seurity and, in espeial, privay of vehiles or

drivers has beome one of the most onerns for the suessful deployment of

VANETs. In the same vein, soialspot-based VDTN appliations must protet

vehile's privay even though the loations of soialspots for message dissemina-

tion are known publily [Lu et al. 2010a, Lu et al. 2010b, Lin et al. 2011℄. That

is, a seurity mehanism should be able to make it diÆult as far as possible

for an adversary who knows the loations of soialspots to infer whih vehile

reeives a message from the RSU at eah soialspot.

1.1 Related Work

A variety of seure vehiular ommuniation protools have been proposed for

the last deade, and most of existing protools mainly fous on privay-preserving

authentiation for ooperative driving safety appliations within one-hop om-

muniation range[Raya and Hubaux 2007, Lu et al. 2008, Jung et al. 2009℄. For

multi-hop forwarding appliations, seure routing protools for VANET have

been proposed [Kim et al. 2008, Yang et al. 2010℄ but these existing protools

assume that vehiles are well onneted for hop-by-hop paket forwarding. As an

alternative, epidemi routing [Zhang et al. 2007℄ mehanism using ooding teh-

nique is regarded as an intuitive solution to protet reeiver's loation privay
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in VANET. However, ooding tehnique results in a large number of dupliate

pakets in the network and, as a result, it is ineÆient.

On researh on soialspot-based seure message delivery in reent, Lu et

al. proposed a soialspot tati privay-preserving data forwarding protools

in [Lu et al. 2010a℄ and [Lu et al. 2010b℄ in order to protet reeiver-loation

privay. Those protools are on the basis of pseudonym-based vehile identi�-

ation for anonymous message delivery and reeiver authentiation. Therefore,

eah vehile has to have pre-loaded pseudonym-set for avoiding vehile trak-

ing by periodially hanging its pseudonym on the road. However, they require

omplex pseudonym-based ryptographi key management depending on the

number of pre-loaded pseudonyms, and all vehiles must know reeiver vehi-

le's pseudonym to send a message to the reeiver. On the other hand, the

authors [Lu et al. 2010b℄ inorporated onditional privay-preserving authenti-

ation based on group signature and universal re-enryption sheme with paket

forwarding protool for proteting vehile's loation privay from paket analy-

sis attak. However, when a reeiver vehile downloads a message it is required

for the reeiver to perform a omplex mutual authentiation proess with RSU

at the soialspot due to the muh time onsuming operation of group signature

sheme [Lu et al. 2008, Park et al. 2010℄.

What is worse, the protool of [Lu et al. 2010b℄ only onsiders the station-

ary reeiver so it is possible that reeiver's �xed loation will be exposed to

an adversary, and the protool of [Lu et al. 2010a℄ does not provide message

soure authentiation so this protool annot guarantee the non-repudiation if

a maliious vehile sends a bogus message.

1.2 Contribution and Organization

The omplexity of previous protools is aused by the use of pseudonyms instead

of real identity of vehiles to speify message soure and destination during mes-

sage forwarding protool. Those require high ost ryptographi shemes om-

bined with pseudonymous keys for the purpose of providing privay-preserving

authentiation and identity unlinkability. Based on the above observation, in this

paper, we propose a soialspot-based seure message delivery protool for pre-

serving reeiver-loation privay. The main design goal of this paper is to simplify

the ryptographi operation for privay preserving message delivery between a

soialspot RSU and a reeiver vehile by eliminating the use of pseudonym-set

aompanied with pseudonym erti�ate management.

The ontributions of this paper are threefold. First, instead of putting vehi-

les' pseudo-ID to identify a reeiver vehile in anonymous manner, we put forth

an identity-hidden message indexing in order for a reeiver vehile to retrieve

the message bound for it from the soialspot RSU without revealing its identity.

Seond, we establish a unidiretionally authentiated seure message delivery
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hannel from a sender to a reeiver for VDTNs in whih an interative message

exhange is not always possible beause of no simultaneous end-to-end onne-

tion. For anonymous authentiation of a reeiver vehile to a soialspot RSU

without presenting reeiver's identity-related information, thirdly, we make the

reeiver vehile be impliitly authentiated to the RSU by proving knowledge

of the shared seret key with the sender. Then the RSU makes sure that the

reeiver is the spei�ed vehile of the message sender.

In the early version of this paper [Park et al. 2013℄, we only skethed the

protool without apparent evaluation results. We demonstrate the eÆieny of

the proposed protool by evaluating the message proessing delay, and show

that it is hard for an adversary to link a spei� vehile ID to a message in-

dex at a soialspot by estimating the index �nding probabilities in ity road

environments.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2, we desribe

our system model and seurity goals onsidered in this paper. We present the

proposed protool in Setion 3, and disuss and analyze the protool in terms of

seurity and eÆieny in Setion 4, respetively. Finally, we onlude this paper

in Setion 5.

2 System Model and Design Goals

VDTNs are haraterized networks of VANETs where vehiles ommuniate with

eah other and with �xed nodes plaed along the roads in order to disseminate

messages [Pereira et al. 2012℄. Some of potential appliations for these kind of

networks are to establish a loation-based soial network to help users who

have ommon favorites to share some interesting information in a temporally

virtual ommunity on the road [Smaldone et al. 2008℄ suh as noti�ation of

traÆ onditions and road aident warnings, weather reports, advertisements

and so on.

In this setion, we desribe a soialspot-based message delivery for VDTNs

and seurity goals of the proposed protool. We assume vehiles ommuniate

with eah other and �nd their neighboring vehiles through beaon messages

aording to the DRSC spei�ation, and vehiles are equipped with pre-loaded

digital map inorporating with a GPS system. We onsider the system model

whih onsists of vehiles equipping with OBUs, RSUs installed in soialspots

and Trusted Authority(TA) for seurity management as shown in Figure 1, re-

spetively.

{ TA is in harge of issuing ID-based private keys to the registered vehiles and

RSUs, and provides publi system parameters for running seurity protool.

{ Soialspots denoted as SS = fss

1

; :::; ss

l

g are referred to as roads or inter-

setions around whih many vehiles will visit, for example, famous shop-
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Figure 1: System model for soialspot-based VDTN.

ping malls, movie theaters, and suh like. At eah ss

j

2 SS , a huge-storage

possessing RSU

j

subordinated by the TA is installed so that RSU

j

an

temporarily store some messages forwarded to the reeiver vehiles passing

through the ss

j

.

{ Eah vehile v

i

2 V = fv

1

; :::; v

n

g registered to the system equips with

OBU for V2V and V2I ommuniations, and ooperates with eah other in

delivering a message for a soialspot in store-arry-forward manner.

In those settings, message forwarding strategy from a sender vehile to a

destination soialspot an be divided into the following two methods; 1) If the

sender vehile diretly passes the soialspot, the sender immediately arries the

message and then forwards it when it arrives on the soialspot. 2) Otherwise,

some vehiles driving toward the soialspot ooperates for store-arry-forward

message delivery.

As an example senario in Figure 1, suppose that v

s

wants to send a message

msg to v

d

whih will visit soialspot ss

2

later, but v

s

does not drive toward the

soialspot diretly.

1. At time t

1

, v

s

asks v

h

whih drives toward the ss

2

for forwarding the msg.

2. v

h

arries the msg and arrives on the soialspot ss

2

at time t

2

(t

2

> t

1

),

then forwards the msg to the RSU

2

.

3. When v

d

passes the ss

2

at time t

3

(t

3

> t

2

) while RSU

2

stores the msg, v

d

requests msg bound for it then RSU

2

provides v

d

with msg.
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In suh a VDTN senario, we onsider the following seurity goals to design

a seure message delivery protool against a global passive adversary A. The

adversaryA an overhear V2V and V2I ommuniations, but annot ompromise

any vehile (or RSU) and aess the internal information of them. Thus, A tries

to identify vehiles or to trae the loation of a vehile by paket analysis.

{ Anonymous Channel : An adversary A annot identify the message sender

and reeiver from eavesdropping on the message delivery protool.

{ Authentiation : Only a valid reeiver vehile spei�ed by a sender an re-

trieve the message whose destination is itself by authentiating itself to the

RSU at a soialspot.

{ Reeiver Privay : Even though the loation of a soialspot is known, it is

hard for an adversary A to infer whih vehiles retrieved messages at the

soialspot.

3 Proposed Protool

To design the proposed protool, we make use of ID-based non-interative key

agreement sheme [Sakai et al. 2000, Dupont and Enge 2006℄ (but the IDs of

vehiles are not inluded in message delivery protool) to establish a seure

hannel between sender and reeiver vehiles, and ryptographi hash funtion

to generate an identity-hidden message index while binding a spei� reeiver

vehile at a soialspot is possible. Table 1 desribes the notations used in the

proposed protool.

Table 1: Notations and desriptions.

notation desription

params publi system parameters

SK

i

ID-based private key of an entity i

k

ij

shared seret key between i and j

T valid time period of a message

En

k

(�) enryption under key k

De

k

(�) deryption under key k

Sig

SK

i

(�) ID-based signature under signing key SK

i

V rf

i

(�) ID-based signature veri�ation for a given ID i

h(�) ryptographi hash funtion

MAC

k

(�) message authentiation ode under key k
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The proposed protool onsists of setup, message onstitution, message for-

warding, and message retrieving phases. TA issues ID-based ryptographi quan-

tities in the setup phase. Then, a message sender an establish a shared seret

key with a reeiver non-interatively and onstitute a seure message pakage

delivered to a reeiver through a soialspot RSU. In order to retrieve a message

for a valid reeiver, the reeiver must show knowledge proof for the seret key

shared with the message sender to a soialspot RSU in message retrieving phase.

3.1 Setup

The TA on�gures system parameters for bilinear map [Boneh and Franklin 2003℄

in the setup phase and issues ID-based private keys to the registered RSUs and

vehiles as initial setup and registration proedure. At this phase, geographi

loation information or road identi�er of a soialspot an be used as RSU's ID

(i.e., ss

j

) for key generation.

setup and registration proedure

1. TA hooses bilinear map groups (G ; G

T

) of the same prime order q and

a random generator P 2 G , and

2. hooses a random number s 2 Z

�

q

as its master seret key and sets the

orresponding publi key P

0

= sP , and

3. on�gures publi system parameters param=hG ; G

T

; q; ê; P; P

0

; H

1

, H

2

i,

where ê : G � G ! G

T

is a bilinear map, H

1

: f0; 1g

�

! G and H

2

:

f0; 1g

�

! Z

�

q

are ryptographi hash funtions, respetively.

4. For eah v

i

2 V and eah RSU

j

at ss

j

2 SS , TA issues ID-based private

keys SK

v

i

= sH

1

(v

i

) for v

i

and SK

ss

j

= sH

1

(ss

j

) for RSU

j

, respe-

tively.

3.2 Message Constitution

When a vehile v

s

wants to send a message msg to a reeiver vehile v

d

whih

will pass a soialspot ss

j

sometime, v

s

exeutes the message onstitution proe-

dure to make a seure message pakage, M , enapsulated as shown in Figure 2.

In this message formation, soure ID and reeiver ID are enrypted under the

non-interatively shared key between sender and reeiver but message delivery

information suh as soialspot ID and message index are plaed in enapsulated

message header by sender vehile.

In step 1 of message onstitution proedure, k

sd

and k

sj

are non-interatively

shared keys with a reeiver vehile v

d

and with a soialspot RSU

j

, respetively.

Here, key k

sd

is used for enrypting the message delivered to v

d

, and k

sj

for

heking message integrity by RUS

j

. The identity-hidden message index I in
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Figure 2: Message format for seure message delivery through a soialspot.

step 4 will be used for a reeiver vehile to query a message for it in the message

retrieving phase. In addition, fP

s

;Wg in authentiation header �eld will be used

by RSU

j

to hek the knowledge proof given by a reeiver vehile for the shared

key k

sd

between the sender v

s

and the reeiver v

d

.

message onstitution proedure

1. v

s

hooses a random number r 2 Z

�

q

, and generates k

sd

= ê(rSK

v

s

,

H

1

(v

d

)) and k

sj

= ê(rSK

v

s

; H

1

(ss

j

)).

2. v

s

omputes P

s

= rH

1

(v

s

), w = H

2

(k

sd

jT ), and W = w

�1

P .

3. v

s

generates C = En

k

sd

(v

s

jv

d

jT jmsg) and � = Sig

SK

v

s

(v

s

jv

d

jT jmsg),

where � is sender v

s

's ID-based signature [Cha and Cheon 2003℄.

4. Then, v

s

onstitutes the enapsulated message M = fss

j

; I; P

s

;W ,

Cj�; hkg forwarded to the destination soialspot ss

j

as follows:

{ msg.index : I = h(v

d

; ss

j

; T )

{ auth. header : fP

s

;Wg

{ payload : fC j �g

{ hk =MAC

k

sj

(ss

j

; I; P

s

;W;Cj�)

3.3 Message Forwarding

One the enapsulated message M is onstituted, M an be delivered to a des-

tination soialspot ss

j

aording to the following message forwarding strategy.

At this phase, we assume a paket forwarding protool for store-arry-forward

fashion, suh as VADD [Zhao and Cao 2006℄ and TBD [Jeong et al. 2011℄, with

ollaboration of volunteer vehiles. As mentioned in Setion 2, if the sender ve-

hile passes the soialspot, the sender will arry the message and then forward

it when it arrives on the soialspot. Otherwise, some vehiles driving toward the

soialspot will ooperate for store-arry-forward message delivery.

When the message M ultimately reahes RSU

j

at ss

j

by using the message

forwarding strategy, RSU

j

temporarily stores fI; P

s

;W;Cj�g while a reeiver
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vehile related to the message index I requests the message as passing by it.

Note that the main goal of this paper is to protet reeiver's privay from an

adversary, we do not onsider ompromising of vehiles and message forgery

attak by an ative adversary during the message forwarding.

message forwarding strategy

1. if v

i

passes a soialspot ss

j

then arries the message M to ss

j

2. else v

i

asks ollaboration of nearby vehiles while driving toward ss

j

and

3. if v

i

detets a volunteer vehile v

h

2 V then

4. v

i

forwards the message M to the v

h

5. v

i

 v

h

and go to 1

6. end if

7. end if

8. on arriving at ss

j

, v

i

forwards the message M to RSU

j

9. if RSU

j

reeives the M

10. omputes key k

sj

= ê(P

s

; SK

ss

j

) from P

s

in M and

11. if hk

?

=MAC

k

sj

(ss

j

; I; P

s

;W;Cj�) holds then stores fI; P

s

;W;Cj�g

12. end if

3.4 Message Retrieving

When a vehile v

d

goes by a soialspot ss

j

on its way driving, v

d

an get a

message M whose destination is itself aording to the following protool steps.

Figure 3 briey depits the overall message retrieving protool between a reeiver

vehile and a soialspot RSU.

1. v

d

, as expeting a message for it on RSU

j

's storage, generates its message

index at ss

j

as I = h(v

d

; ss

j

; T ), then queries I to RSU

j

.

2. RSU

j

searhes its storage for the message orresponding to I . If the mes-

sage is found, RSU

j

sends P

s

of mathing index I to v

d

as a hallenge for

authentiation.

3. Upon reeiving P

s

, v

d

omputes the seret key k

sd

= ê(P

s

; SK

v

d

) shared

with a sender and w = H

2

(k

sd

jT ), then gives

f

W = wP to the RSU

j

as a

proof of knowledge of the shared key.
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4. With W sent from a sender v

s

and

f

W from v

d

, RSU

j

heks if ê(W;

f

W )

?

=

ê(P; P ) to verify the proof of knowledge. If the veri�ation holds, RSU

j

authentiates v

d

as a valid reeiver spei�ed by the sender, then provides

fCj�g to v

d

.

5. v

d

reovers fv

s

jv

d

jT jmsgg from the payload by derypting De

k

sd

(C), and

�nally ompletes the message retrieving protool after verifying the signature

� as V rf

v

s

(�).

Figure 3: Message retrieving protool of a reeiver vehile at a soialspot.

4 Analysis

In this setion, we give analysis of the proposed protool in terms of seurity

and eÆieny for privay preserving message delivery through a soialspot RSU.

Table 2 ompares funtional features of the proposed protool with Lu et al.'s

[Lu et al. 2010a℄. The remarkable distintion of the proposed protool is elim-

inating the use of pseudonyms in privay-preserving seure message delivery
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protool as well as providing end-to-end authentiation between a sender and a

reeiver. Hene, Lu et al.'s protool burdens additional pseudonym management

overhead but ours does not. We will show the eÆieny of the proposed proto-

ol in the following subsetion. Relating to ryptographi overhead in Table 2,

t

p

and t

m

are bilinear pairing and salar multipliation in G , respetively, for

proessing seurity protool with an RSU at a soialspot.

Table 2: Comparison of the proposed protool.

Lu et al. proposed

adversary passive passive

authentiation reeiver auth. sender/reeiver auth.

anonymity pseudonym set ID-hidden index

rypto. ost 3t

p

+ 2t

m

2t

p

+ 1t

m

4.1 EÆieny of message retrieving

One ontribution of the proposed protool is a simpli�ed authentiation proess

with no use of pseudonymous keys for message retrieving from a soialspot RSU.

To show the redued ryptographi overhead, we evaluated and ompared the

proessing delay of message retrieving protool with Lu et al.'s using the analyti

model as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Proessing delay model for message retrieving servie at a soialspot.

We assumed that RSU's servie disipline is �rst-ome-�rst-served and a job

in servie is non-preemptive. Suppose that arrival time of a requesting vehile v

i

is a

i

with an exponential random variable of arrival rate �. The job for v

i

begins
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servie at b

i

after waiting in the queue for w

i

= b

i

� a

i

, and then ompletes

message retrieving servie at 

i

after taking s

i

servie time. Hene, the proessing

delay d

i

of message retrieving servie for v

i

an be measured by d

i

= w

i

+ s

i

.

To measure the proessing delay, we estimated ryptographi overhead by us-

ing pairing-based ryptography library of [PBC℄ on Pentium-III 1GHz mahine,

and inter-arrival time of vehiles was generated from exponential distribution

with �. We simulated the delay model and traed proessing delay of eah vehi-

le whose arrival rate is empirially � = 1:0 assumed for simulation, and Figure

5 shows the results. From this result, we an observe that the proposed protool

su�ers from shorter proessing delay than Lu et al.'s for over 250 umulated

servies due to our simpli�ed authentiation.

Figure 5: Message retrieving delay for arrival rate � = 1:0.

In addition, we also evaluated suessful message retrieving ratio onsidering

vehile's moving speed for passing the soialspot. Let l and v be RSU's transmis-

sion range and moving vehile's speed, respetively. The proessing delay must

be d

i

� l=v beause the servie has to be ompleted before a moving vehile v

i

goes out of RSU's range to reeive a message properly from the RSU. Figure

6 shows the valid message retrieving servie ratio for various vehile's moving

speed from 30km/hr to 110km/hr (that is, 8m/s - 30m/s) for passing RSU's

range l = 1; 000m. We an also observe that Lu et al.'s servie ratio drastially

dereases if vehiles move faster with over 70km/hr speed while the proposed

protool an serve almost all requests.
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Figure 6: Valid message retrieving servie ratio depending on vehile speed.

4.2 Seurity

The seurity of the proposed protool entirely depends on the non-interative

key agreement sheme and ryptographi hash funtion. We will fous on how

the proposed protool an ful�l our seurity goals under our adversary model.

4.2.1 Anonymous hannel

In the proposed protool, the delivered message ontent fv

s

jv

d

jT jmsgg from a

sender v

s

to a reeiver v

d

is enrypted under non-interatively shared key k

sd

,

i.e., C = En

k

sd

(v

s

jv

d

jT jmsg). Hene, when we assume the serey of non-

interative key agreement sheme [Dupont and Enge 2006℄, it is diÆult for an

adversary A to identify sender and reeiver from eavesdropping on the message

transmission. Even if A an know that the destination of the enapsulated mes-

sage is a soialspot ss

j

, A annot apture the identities of vehiles whih retrieve

messages through the soialspot RSU

j

beause no vehile identity is presented

to the RSU

j

. Therefore, the proposed protool an guarantee the anonymity of

message transmission.

In addition, Kate et al. [Kate et al. 2010℄ presented that they ould onstrut

an onion routing for anonymity network on the basis of non-interative key

agreement sheme. If we enrypt the enapsulated message M again under key

k

sj

instead of MAC

k

sj

in message onstitution phase, the path v

s

! ::: !

RSU

j

! v

d

an be regarded as an onion path based on Kate et al.'s observation.
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4.2.2 Authentiation

In order to obtain a message temporarily stored in an RSU

j

in message re-

trieving phase, a reeiver vehile must be authentiated to the RSU

j

whih

heks if the requesting vehile is the designated reeiver by a sender vehile. In

our protool, for a vehile v

d

to be authentiated as a valid reeiver, v

d

should

present the proof of knowledge

f

W = H

2

(k

sd

jT )P for the seret key k

sd

shared

with a sender v

s

. The onsisteny of the keys k

sd

= ê(rSK

v

s

; H

1

(v

d

)) gener-

ated by v

s

and k

0

sd

= ê(P

s

; SK

v

d

) by v

d

an be proven as ê(rSK

v

s

; H

1

(v

d

)) =

ê(rH

1

(v

s

); sH

1

(v

d

)) = ê(P

s

; SK

v

d

). Therefore, only the v

d

bound in the non-

interatively shared seret key k

sd

by sender v

s

an response the orret proof

of knowledge and be authentiated as valid reeiver.

Only if the veri�ation of ê(W;

f

W ) = ê(P; P ) holds, RSU

j

will send fCj�g to

v

d

as regarding v

d

is the reeiver who an agree with the message sender. Then, v

d

an reover original message fv

s

jv

d

jT jmsgg by derypting C, and authentiates

the sender v

s

as verifying v

s

's signature �.

4.3 Reeiver privay

As mentioned before, the proposed protool does not put vehile's identity for

message transmission nor reeiver's identity is given to the RSU

j

at a soialspot

ss

j

in message retrieving phase. Instead, a reeiver v

d

an be bound by identity-

hidden message index I = h(v

d

; ss

j

; T ) whih is the result of ryptographi

one-way hash funtion. Therefore, it is hard for an adversary A to deide whih

vehile reeives a message from I at the soialspot even though the loation of

the soialspot is publily known.

Moreover, we an generate a di�erent message index I

0

(6= I) for di�er-

ent time period or di�erent soialspot, i.e., I

0

= h(v

d

; ss

j

; T

0

) for T

0

6= T or

I

0

= h(v

d

; ss

k

; T

0

) for ss

j

6= ss

k

, due to the funtionality of ryptographi hash

funtion. Hene, the proposed protool an guarantee the unlinkability for a re-

eiver vehile beause it is infeasible for A to distinguish that the given indexes

I

0

and I are linked to the same reeiver.

However, one feasible attak for A is to prepare possible message index

set I

S

for a soialspot ss

j

from arbitrarily hosen vehiles identities V

A

=

fv

1

; :::; v

m

g for a given time period T at a spei� soialspot ss

j

suh that

I

S

= fh(v

i

; ss

j

; T )jv

i

2 V

A

g, and observe if an index I = I

0

2 I

S

ours at

the soialspot ss

j

or not. If it ours, then A an deide the mathing iden-

tity v

i

2 V

A

suh that I

0

= h(v

i

; ss

j

; T ). For this senario, let Prfkg be the

probability that k indexes in I

S

are found by the index �nding attak. Suppose

that N

T

is the total number of vehiles passed the soialspot, N

V

is the number

of vehiles observed by adversary for the given time period T , and N

A

is the

number of hosen indexes in I

S

. The probability Prfkg an be represented as

follow distribution:
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PrfX = kg =

�

N

A

k

��

N

T

�N

A

N

V

� k

�

�

N

T

N

V

�

; k � 0

Figure 7: Index �nding probability distribution for hosen index set by A.

Figure 7 shows suh index �nding probability distribution by A assuming N

T

is 10,000 and N

A

is 1% of N

T

for evaluation

2

. From this result, we an �gure

out that the index �nding probability dereases as the number of vehiles N

V

passing through a soialspot inreases. Therefore, we an onlude that putting

a speial area where many vehiles visit in ity road environments as a soialspot

is helpful for privay preservation for seure message delivery in VDTNs.

In addition, we surveyed traÆ statistis reports for urban prinipal roads

and intersetions of Busan Metropolitan City, South Korea

3

to estimate the

probability in a real road vehile traÆ environment. From the reports, we �rst

ategorized observation points into four ases to show apparent situation de-

pending on the number of vehiles whih the highest and the lowest traÆs per

hour (N

T

) are approximately 10,000 and 3,500 vehiles, respetively.

{ Type I : For the highest traÆ, the number of servie requesting vehiles N

V

(i.e., observed vehiles by the adversary) is a higher ase (Type I-1) and a

lower ase (Type I-2), respetively

4

.

2

The largest number of ompromised vehiles was assumed with 1% in

[Huang et al. 2011℄.

3

http://www.busan.go.kr/05field/0508traffi/04_02_01_01.jsp

4

We assumed below 20% and over 50% of N

T

as a higher ase and a lower ase,

respetively
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Figure 8: Index �nding probability for four types of observation senarios.

{ Type II : For the lowest traÆ, the number of servie requesting vehiles is

a higher ase (Type II-1) and a lower ase (Type II-2), respetively.

As shown in the Figure 8, the higher vehile traÆ ases show the lower

index �nding probability. On the other hand, Type II-1 ase, whih the number

of passing vehiles at a soialspot is small but relatively large portion of vehi-

les request the message retrieving servie, faes with the highest index �nding

probability.

Furthermore, we seleted three soialspot senarios onsidering the hara-

teristis of roads or driving patterns for some spei� rush hour on eah street

around the soialspots as shown in Table 3.

Table 3: TraÆ harateristis of eah soialspot senario.

08:00-09:00 12:00-13:00 18:00-19:00

N

T

N

V

N

T

N

V

N

T

N

V

SP-I 10,411 2,196 8,722 1,828 10,006 2,360

SP-II 6,426 2,841 4,495 2,209 6,393 2,953

SP-III 4,205 1,491 3,820 833 4,601 889

{ SP-I is an intersetion of a subenter of the ity where the most amount of

vehiles pass.

{ SP-II is a street onneting a high-density residential area to enter of the

ity.
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(a) SP-I (b) SP-II

() SP-III

Figure 9: Index �nding probabilities for eah soialspot senario.

{ SP-III is a downtown on whih shopping malls and movie theaters are on-

entrated.

Figure 9 depits the index �nding probabilities for eah soialspot senario,

respetively. Senario SP-I whih has the highest traÆ shows lower probabilities

rather than other senarios and has similar probabilities for eah time period.

We an infer, in the ase of SP-II, that morning rush hour for going to work and

evening rush hour for oming home show relatively lower probabilities, and the

probability of the evening time of SP-III is the lowest ase beause lots of vehiles

are onentrated on a downtown area after work. Therefore, it is reommended to

selet a suitable soialspot for privay-preserving message exhange depending

on road harateristis and users driving patterns onsidering the results.

5 Conlusion

In this paper, we proposed a seure message delivery protool with the help of

soialspots in Vehiular Delay Tolerant Networks to provide anonymous mes-

sage transmission and vehile privay preservation assuming a global passive
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adversary. To design a simpli�ed protool, we eliminated the pseudonym-based

reeiver vehile identi�ation aompanied with a omplex pseudonymous key

management. Instead, we made use of identity-hidden message indexing for a

reeiver vehile to prevent vehile's identity from being dislosed or linked by

an adversary, and proof of knowledge for non-interatively shared key between

sender and reeiver to authentiate the reeiver impliitly by a soialspot RSU.

We demonstrated the eÆieny of the proposed protool by evaluating the mes-

sage proessing delay to show the redued ryptographi overhead as omparing

with a pseudonym-based approah. In addition, we showed that it is hard for an

adversary to link a spei� vehile to a message index at a soialspot, and esti-

mated the index �nding probabilities for some spei� soialspot harateristis

onsidering ity road environments.
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